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In 1960s Palau, life was raucous, laughable, and harrowing. I lived with a Palauan family in a

decrepit old shack of plywood and cardboard which almost burned down. When my elusive

heart throb finally led me to her room one night, I barely avoided coming under the knife. I

could never have imagined I would find myself stranded one stormy night ona reef infested with

sea snakes; or find myself positioned in the middle of a riot between locals and the US Coast

Guard. But whether diving with Life Magazines Stan Wayman, fendingoff sharks for underwater

photographer Doug Faulkner, fishing with Lee Marvin, or searching for starfish, it was mostly all

good.

From Publishers WeeklyNothing tests Keats's adage that beauty is truth more severely than

the work of the Third Reich's leading filmmaker, whose notorious documentaries Triumph of

the Will and Olympia cloaked the hideousness of Nazi Germany in grand, gorgeous,

emotionally overpowering imagery. In this soberly critical biography, film historian Trimborn

analyzes the brilliant techniques with which Riefenstahl "replace[d] politics with aesthetics" and

made Hitler "an almost erotic object" to the adoring German masses. (Her mystically

monumental style, he notes, lived on to influence Hollywood blockbusters like Star Wars and

The Lion King, as well as Mick Jagger's stage shows.) He also dissects the lesser falsehoods

Riefenstahl propagated to downplay her close relationship with Hitler and complicity with the

Nazis. He reprints examples of her fawning praise of the fuehrer and reconstructs her erasure

of a Jewish collaborator from the credits of one of her films, her use of Gypsies interned in a

forced labor camp as extras (many of whom were later sent to Auschwitz) and her witnessing

of a massacre of Jews in Poland, which she protested but which didn't dilute her enthusiasm

for Hitler. Trimborn's brisk, lucid account gives the director her artistic due while sternly

correcting her evasive mythology, and makes for an illuminating look at a fascinating, troubling

figure. Photos. (Jan.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc.

All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorJürgen Trimborn, born in 1971, is a professor of film, theater, and art history at the

University of Cologne and serves as a consultant on films of the Third Reich for the German

and American film industry. He lives and writes in Cologne and east Belgium. --This text refers

to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.LENI RIEFENSTAHLThe Ascent1BERLIN IN THE TIME OF THE

KAISERCHILDHOOD AND YOUTH WHEN KING WILHELM I OF PRUSSIA was proclaimed

German kaiser in 1871, Berlin became a center of political power. With its three million

inhabitants, the metropolis on the Spree became an economic, civic, and, in particular, social

and cultural hub. At the turn of the century, Berlin possessed an expressly international flair,

even if restrictive Wilhelmian policies repeatedly checked modern developments and avant-

garde movements. But this had little effect on the fascination that the city held. Visitors, both

German and foreign, strolled along the elegant Unter den Linden, past spectacularly

ostentatious architecture and tributes in stone to the Hohenzollern rulers. They visited the well-

stocked department stores, the opulent opera houses, the magnificent revue palaces, and Max

Reinhardt's celebrated theaters, sampling the various worlds that Berlin nurtured in the

Gründerjahre, the years of expansion in the early 1870s when it basked in the light of its

newfound importance.The policies established in the Berlin of the monarchy, the "fastest-



moving city in the world," were to set the course the German Reich was to follow in the years

to come. Kaiser Wilhelm II, known for his comic opera costumes and his exaggerated rhetoric,

came up with the catchphrase, embraced by the aristocracy as well as the bourgeoisie, that

Germany, too, needed a "place in the sun." The quest for colonies that followed,

enthusiastically supported by a complacent Reichstag, was to find its premature end in the

years of the First World War.In turn-of-the-century Berlin, the economy flourished. The city was

in the grip of a near euphoric period of development, and a large number of ambitious

enterprises were established during the building boom. And sharing in the general optimism

was Alfred Theodor Paul Riefenstahl, trained as a master fitter.Born in Berlin on October 30,

1878, as the son of the journeyman locksmith Gustav Hermann Theodor Riefenstahl and his

wife, Amalie, Alfred Riefenstahl grew up with two brothers and a sister. He abandoned the

artisan milieu of his forefathers to become a salesman and make his way on his own. Shortly

after receiving his master's certificate, he took over a prosperous installation business, which

he ran with a combination of practical knowledge and commercial farsightedness. His daughter

Leni later portrayed him as a large and powerful man with blond hair and blue eyes.

Contemporary photographs reveal a well-dressed figure mindful of his appearance, who

commanded respect and appeared proud of the social standing he had achieved on his own.

Alfred Riefenstahl had a strong character, and insisted on staying in control and exerting his

authority. He was full of life, temperamental, and inclined to violent outbursts if anyone stood in

his way, whether in business or private. He seldom tolerated argument.He married Bertha Ida

Scherlach, born to German parents in Wlo-clawek, Poland, on October 9, 1880. Her father,

Karl Ludwig Ferdinand Scherlach, a carpenter from West Prussia (in Memoiren, Riefenstahl

promoted him to an "architect"1), had found work in neighboring Poland and settled there.

Together, he and his East Prussian wife, Ottilie, had eighteen children. Ottilie died giving birth

to their eighteenth child, Bertha, and the thirty-eight-year-old widower suddenly found himself

alone with his offspring. Shortly after the death of his wife, he married a woman who had been

a governess in the Scherlach household and who would bear him three more children in the

years that followed.When Scherlach made the decision to move with his family to Berlin, he

was too old to seek new employment. So it was the children, including Bertha, who supported

the family. Bertha had completed her training as a seamstress and, as the youngest offspring

of a large family well accustomed to working from a young age, quickly found a position in the

country's capital. Even with her own earnings she was forced to lead avery modest life, as she

had to support her out-of-work father and her young siblings.When the respectable

businessman Alfred Riefenstahl entered her life, her rise in society was assured. But with her

wedding she had to bury the secret dream of her youth of becoming an actress. Bertha

Scherlach met Alfred Riefenstahl, two years her senior, at a costume ball in 1900. It was not a

long courtship; the two quickly realized they would stay together--not least because Bertha

soon was expecting her first child. The wedding took place in Berlin on April 5, 1902.The

relationship between Alfred and Bertha Riefenstahl was a difficult one, but typical for the times.

On one side was a husband who demanded total authority, and on the other a woman who

was not only unprepared but also probably unable to challenge him. The rules of Wilhelmian

society dictated that she subordinate herself to her husband's wishes, and the two adjusted to

a petit-bourgeois life, in which the young family soon was firmly rooted.The birth of Bertha

Helene Amalie Riefenstahl was recorded at the Berlin Registry Office XIII on August 22, 1902.

As was customary at the time, the birth took place at home, in a simple, modest apartment on

Prinz-Eugen-Strasse in the working-class quarter of Wedding. From infancy on, she was called

"Leni."Leni Riefenstahl led a protected childhood, free of material cares. The family slowly



worked its way up from a petit-bourgeois milieu to the middle class. Alfred Riefenstahl quickly

prospered in the heating and ventilation systems firm that he opened on Kurfürstenstrasse, but

this prosperity was based more on luck than on business acumen. His business expanded

owing to the installation contracts resulting from the city's countless new construction projects

and the renovation of older buildings. These increased the family's earnings and guaranteed a

certain standard of living.As he did from his wife, Alfred Riefenstahl expected discipline and

absolute obedience from his daughter. He had been raised to rule his family with a firm hand

and tolerate no disagreement, and he considered the example set by his father to be the ideal

for his own family. He was as uncompromising at home as he was in business, routinely

imposing his own habits on his wife and his child, which led to constant conflict. Riefenstahl

flew into a rage at the least disturbance of his daily routineand could "stamp like an elephant if

the button on his starched collar proved hard to undo."2Leni secretly wished for a gentle, loving

father, but when she attempted to break away from his cold and severe control, rebelling

against her predetermined role as the obedient daughter, he reacted with outbursts of rage.

Nor did he shrink from beating and humiliating his daughter and locking her in the house for

the slightest infraction, or from punishing her with a silence that would last for weeks. "Once,

when I was caught [stealing apples] and my father found out about it, he gave me a terrible

whipping and locked me in a dark room for an entire day. And I suffered his sternness on other

occasions as well."3 The girl suffered from her father's coldness and spent her whole

childhood trying to wrest from him some proof of his love, but again and again she

encountered only harsh rejection or emotional distance.4And yet her father quickly registered

that Leni had inherited his own stubbornness and, as she grew older, was prepared to battle

her father's authority. More and more often she made decisions without first asking her father's

permission, which she tried to keep secret. For example, she kept from him the fact that she

had registered at a gymnastics club and, later, at dancing school. The volatile relationship

between father and daughter was always threatening to explode, and the most innocuous

event could turn into a contest of wills: "It was often difficult to get along with him. He liked to

play chess with me--but I always had to let him win. Once, when I beat him, he became so mad

that he forbade me to go to a costume party I was so looking forward to."5As mother and wife,

Bertha Riefenstahl often found herself caught between two fronts in the arguments between

her daughter and her husband. Though emotionally she usually sided with her daughter, she

dared not go against her husband. As a rule, she tried to mediate between them, at the risk of

finding herself trapped in the minefield of family quarrels as soon as she took one side or the

other.Nor did the birth in 1905 of a second child, named Heinz--the son Alfred Riefenstahl had

so wished for--improve the atmosphere at home. Things relaxed only when the father was out

of the house on business or enjoying himself with his friends. "Luckily, my father often went

hunting, and only when he was gone could we all finally feel free at home."6Leni, Heinz, and

their mother established something resembling a secret society. When Riefenstahl was away,

they all were happy to go about their activities without reservation, activities he didn't approve

of or simply forbade. Leni quickly developed a very affectionate relationship with her brother,

who was three years younger. For the whole of her life she felt closely connected to him,

though with his essentially reticent and shy personality he was totally different from his quick-

witted and audacious sister.From the outside, the Riefenstahls epitomized a happy family. No

one was privy to the tensions that went on behind the scenes in an effort to appear a promising

young middle-class family. A photo from the period shows the two children in their Sunday

sailor suits, a symbol at the time not only of pride in the kaiser's navy but also of belonging to

"better society."Alfred Riefenstahl's flourishing businesses required that the family demonstrate



a certain standard of living. Leni Riefenstahl's childhood, therefore, was marked by frequent

moves and changes of neighborhood, which always called for her to adapt to a new location.

The family first moved from Wedding to Hermannplatz in Berlin-Neukölln, then to Yorckstrasse

in Schöneberg and on to Wilmersdorf before temporarily settling southeast of the city, in 1921,

in Rauchfangswerder in the Brandenburg March."IN MY YOUTH I WAS A HAPPY

PERSON"Even before moving to Rauchfangswerder, located on a peninsula of the Zeuthener

See, the outdoors played an important role in the Riefenstahl family's life. In portraying her

childhood, Leni Riefenstahl always stressed how important nature was to her. The well-to-do

family soon bought a small weekend house in a little village that Riefenstahl calls Petz and

which presumably is the town of Pätz, located on the Pätzer Vordersee near the small

Brandenburg city of Bestensee. Fleeing the hectic pace of big-city life, the Riefenstahls spent

nearly every weekend here, an hour by train from Berlin. Leni Riefenstahl, by her own account,

grew into a true "child of nature, beneath trees and bushes, with plants andinsects, watched

over and protected."7 Being outdoors in nature was essential to her.The girl who became

accustomed to life in the country from an early age welcomed the family's later move to

Rauchfangswerder, even though the daily hour-and-a-half trip to Berlin was time-consuming

and exhausting. The idyllic country surroundings appeared more important to her than the

comforts of the city. The Riefenstahls' property included a large overgrown meadow that ran

down to a lake bordered by old weeping willows, the branches of which dipped into the water.

The family owned a rowboat and also made outings to the nearby forest and meadows. Their

not always simple family life became noticeably more relaxed in this bucolic setting, and, far

from his business concerns and the noise of the metropolis, even Alfred Riefenstahl, with his

weekday moods and his tendency to angry outbursts, became calmer here. He would lie for

hours on the shore of the lake or work in the small garden where the family grew fruits and

vegetables for their table.Leni Riefenstahl tried her whole life to recapture the idyllic experience

of nature that she had known as a child. Being outdoors in harmony with nature provided an

important and incomparable source of strength. Particularly important to the young girl was the

privacy and time for herself she found there. She played with the neighborhood children, of

course, climbing trees and organizing foot- and swimming races: "Nothing was too high for me

or too steep or too dangerous."8 But, at least as she presented it in retrospect, she continually

withdrew to spend whole hours and days in her own dreamworld. Even in early childhood she

needed to withdraw from her playmates as well as from her family from time to time, often to

the little wooden hut that her father built for her as a refuge amid the huge sunflowers in the

garden. There she could get away from the world and enjoy the leisure time that her parents

uncritically granted her: "It was here that I could dream."9Riefenstahl's harmonious

transfiguration of her past runs like a thread through all of her versions of her life. Despite the

considerable burdens imposed by her hot-tempered, authoritarian father, and though she was

a child and youth during the First World War and the revolutionary unrest in Berlin that

followed, Riefenstahl's descriptions of this time culminate in a portrait of an Eden removed from

the historical moment. No passagesin Memoiren address material want or the existential fears

that were endemic, or one single confrontation with political events. Instead, there is the simple

declaration, "In my youth I was a happy person."10In 1908, Leni Riefenstahl was enrolled in

school in Berlin-Neukölln. She impressed her teachers as an inquisitive and alert young girl

who was very mature for her age. At school she could at least partially satisfy her wide-ranging

thirst for knowledge. But her spontaneity and vitality did not always conform to the strict

Prussian school system, which insisted on discipline and order. As a student she often was at

odds with the curriculum, interrupting her teachers with countless pointed questions that went



far beyond the teaching materials and earned her many a bad grade in deportment.While in

school she forged a characteristic that marked her entire life: when something captured her

interest, she was not satisfied until she had completely sated her quest for knowledge about

the subject. Following elementary school, she attended the Kollmorgen Lyceum, a girls' school

from which she successfully graduated. In her favorite subjects, including gymnastics, drawing,

and math, she was said to be at the top of her class.The Germany she had been born into was

changing dramatically. In 1914, when she had just turned twelve, the First World War broke out

in Europe, the end of which would mark the fall of the German monarchy, followed by a period

of political upheaval and the declaration of the Weimar Republic. Soldiers marched out of

Berlin to war with smiles on their faces, fully convinced they would be victorious. Political

discussion among all levels of society in the German empire heated up; countless patriotic

pamphlets were published on the war, and even the country's pulpits generated militant and

chauvinistic slogans.The war was soon to have an enormous effect on everyday life. By 1916,

the blockade enforced by the Allies had led to serious food shortages and rationing. Many

people went hungry. In the final two winters of the war, schools were no longer heated. And

1917 brought frequent strikes by Berlin's workers, which affected everyone's lives.The war

ended in 1918 in a capitulation that Germans perceived as a humiliating national defeat. The

kaiser abdicated and Germany became known as the Weimar Republic. During this period, a

bloody civil warwas waged in the streets of Berlin; constant protest marches by workers were

met with the brutal countermeasures of the government of Friedrich Ebert.The revolution

shook the foundations of German society. The streets and squares of Berlin were filled with

huge numbers of uprooted men and women, and the conditions of unrest, palpable

everywhere, contributed to people's uncertainty. There were many who exploited this extreme

disorientation, aggravating the political discontent. The notion that German troops had been

"stabbed in the back," allegedly undefeated in the field but victims of "betrayal on the home

front," found an ever greater audience. Inflation, which pushed many Germans of the lower

classes to the brink of starvation, increased political instability in the young republic.Leni

Riefenstahl minimally perceived the effects of the unrest, the strikes, and the misery that was

becoming more visible everywhere, but she turned away from it, saying it gave her "goose

pimples." In Memoiren she writes, "The fact that the world war had ended, that we had lost it,

that a revolution had taken place, that there was no longer a kaiser and king--all of this was

something I experienced as if in a fog. The orbit of my consciousness was a tiny little

world."11In her adolescence Riefenstahl concentrated solely on realizing her own goals in the

face of her father's opposition and on escaping his dictatorial grip. She discovered new

interests, including poetry and painting. But she was shortly to discover a hobby that became

her true passion: dance.In 1918, at sixteen years old, Riefenstahl left the Kollmorgen Lyceum

with a General Certificate of Education, Ordinary Level. She wasn't looking forward to her

father's plan--first to send his daughter to a school of home economics and then to a boarding

school, in order to pull her away from her dreams and back to reality. "The thought of going

there was unbearable to me."12 She instead talked her father into allowing her to attend

courses at the State School of Commercial Art on Prinz-Albrecht-Strasse, which led her

mother to hope that her daughter would become an important artist.During her school years

she had developed a special enthusiasm for gymnastics and sports. Long before physical

training and sports were ideologically exploited in the 1920s (culminating in the Nazis elevating

thebody hardened by sports into the ideal of the "Aryan individual"), Leni Riefenstahl regularly

engaged in athletics, with an enthusiasm she carried into old age. Here, for a change, she

encountered no resistance from her sports-happy father, only full support. Alfred Riefenstahl



revered F. L. Jahn, the father of gymnastics, a popular figure of the time (though intellectuals

made fun of him). Leni joined the gymnastics club at school and discovered her great love of

apparatus gymnastics. She never showed fear or allowed herself to be discouraged when she

lost. Even the injuries she suffered from an unsuccessful dive from a fifteen-foot board or a fall

from the rings, which resulted in a concussion, didn't discourage her from devoting herself to

sports with ever greater enthusiasm. And there were always new opportunities for physical

activity, including roller skating and ice skating.Another major interest of Riefenstahl's youth

was theater and, of course, film. Though it was important to her to be able to escape to the

dreamworld where she felt special, she had always craved public recognition. As a child she

had spent hours after school in Tiergarten, "where I drew the public with my roller-skating

abilities, until the police showed up and I had to run off."13 Once, while attending a private

concert given by the pianist Ferruccio Busoni, her narcissism led her to perform a dance before

the assembled audience, and she was delighted by the spontaneous applause and the words

of encouragement from the musician. The more often she attended the theater, the opera, or

the ballet with her parents, the stronger became her wish to stand in the spotlight

herself.Though Riefenstahl's parents supported, or at least looked kindly on, her interest in the

arts and her growing enthusiasm for sports, proudly presenting their daughter when the

occasion arose as a "wunderkind," they firmly rejected her desire to go onstage or into film. Yet

the theater held a particular fascination for both parents. In his youth, Alfred Riefenstahl himself

had been onstage as an amateur actor, and he was a great admirer of the beautiful Fritzi

Massary, then a celebrated operetta star. "But to him, actors, and particularly actresses, were

'of a dubious character, ' if not outright members of the 'demimonde.'"14Leni Riefenstahl,

however, was not to be discouraged by her parents' total disapproval of her new goal. In 1918,

more out of curiosity than conviction, she secretly auditioned as a film extra. She had read an

announcementin the daily B.Z. am Mittag that twenty female extras were needed for Opium, a

film set in the dance milieu. Without informing her parents, she auditioned and managed to

secure a part, but then she turned it down because she knew she would never get her father's

permission to participate in the film.Yet this audition was to have far-reaching consequences for

Leni Riefenstahl's future. The aspirant extras had to present themselves at Helene Grimm-

Reiter's Berlin School of Dance, and while she was waiting, Leni observed with growing

excitement the school's students as they performed their ballet exercises. This experience,

which she described, as she did all further turning points of her life, as a revelation, a "twist of

fate," awakened her interest in dance: "I was overcome by an uncontrollable desire to join

in."15 She immediately inquired about the admission requirements and, without asking her

parents for permission, registered for the beginner's course.Copyright © 2002 by Jürgen

Trimborn Translation copyright © 2007 by Edna McCown --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Review“Attacked by Susan Sontag but extolled by Andy Warhol, the

world's most controversial filmmaker continues to be the subject of critical analysis.”  �David

Luhrssen, Shepherd Express --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From

Booklist*Starred Review* Leni Riefenstahl was an artist of tremendous powers, but her most

entrancing creation was herself. Film professor Trimborn spent years researching the beautiful,

ferociously ambitious German filmmaker's long and complicated life, uncovering documents

and gathering testimony that refute Riefenstahl's sanitized version of her experiences as a

Nazi insider. Judiciously cognizant of contradictions and ambiguity, Trimborn insightfully parses

Riefenstahl's passions for sports, dance, and film and her gift for finding men to back her

creative endeavors. A 1932 fan letter gained Riefenstahl entry into Hitler's inner circle. Trimborn

masterfully analyzes her masterpieces, Triumph des Willens (Triumph of the Will), and



Olympia, placing her "fascination with the beautiful and strong" in opposition to the ugly facts

about her Nazi collaborations. But no matter how many "denazification" hearings she

underwent, she was always officially exonerated, free to reinvent herself as a photographer in

the Sudan and underwater, after taking up scuba diving in her 70s. Embraced by Mick Jagger,

David Bowie, and Madonna, Riefenstahl ultimately premiered her final film on her 100th

birthday. Trimborn's scrupulous analyses of Riefenstahl's aesthetic triumphs, artistic

opportunism, sustained vitality, and monstrous moral failings are utterly compelling. Donna

SeamanCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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spent three years (’67-’70) in a Peace Corps fisheries program in Palau, Western Caroline

Islands.After Peace Corps, Patrick earned his MS in marine biology at the University of Guam

Marine Laboratory and returned to Palau to work on rabbit fish culture at the Micronesian

Mariculture Demonstration Center. He and his co-workers were the first in the world to

successfully spawn and rear Siganus lineatus and S. canaliculatus from hatching through

metamorphosis.Patrick was the first “fisheries specialist” for the Marshall Islands. In Samoa, he

ran a successful mariculture project propagating topminnows as bait for pole-and-line tuna

fishing. In addition, he was instrumental in establishing 1st and 2nd generation FAD (fish

aggregating device) systems in Samoa.He worked for the Commonwealth of the Northern

Mariana Islands planning and implementing the initial marine projects program for Division of

Marine Resources; and he developed a marine monitoring program for Division of

Environmental Quality.In 1990, Patrick relocated to Hawaii and purchased a fishing vessel

which later bankrupted him. He returned to the CNMI under government contract for two years

and subsequently worked as a private environmental consultant before returning to Hawaii in

2000. He currently resides on the Big Island, near Hilo. “I’m going for it!” he yelled, throwing me

his spear gun.“Don’t do it,” I said. But he was gone.The wind whipped at the water, turning the

placid surface of thirty minutes ago into white froth. Rain angled from the sky as darkness

closed in. A mengerenger meandered by, one of thousands out there for some sort of serpent

convention.Groping with my fins, I stood on a coral head and looked out over the breakers for

Bob and the boat—the boat sailing toward New Guinea, Bob stroking hard to catch her. I saw

neither. Forty-knot winds, ripping currents, sea snakes, sharks. No use, I thought and

wondered if I’d ever see Bob again.A half mile away, at the end of the reef, lay a tiny spit of

coral rubble. Ditching the spear guns and stringers, I swam for it.—
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spent three years (’67-’70) in a Peace Corps fisheries program in Palau, Western Caroline

Islands.After Peace Corps, Patrick earned his MS in marine biology at the University of Guam

Marine Laboratory and returned to Palau to work on rabbit fish culture at the Micronesian

Mariculture Demonstration Center. He and his co-workers were the first in the world to

successfully spawn and rear Siganus lineatus and S. canaliculatus from hatching through

metamorphosis.Patrick was the first “fisheries specialist” for the Marshall Islands. In Samoa, he

ran a successful mariculture project propagating topminnows as bait for pole-and-line tuna

fishing. In addition, he was instrumental in establishing 1st and 2nd generation FAD (fish

aggregating device) systems in Samoa.He worked for the Commonwealth of the Northern

Mariana Islands planning and implementing the initial marine projects program for Division of

Marine Resources; and he developed a marine monitoring program for Division of

Environmental Quality.In 1990, Patrick relocated to Hawaii and purchased a fishing vessel

which later bankrupted him. He returned to the CNMI under government contract for two years

and subsequently worked as a private environmental consultant before returning to Hawaii in

2000. He currently resides on the Big Island, near Hilo. “I’m going for it!” he yelled, throwing me

his spear gun.“Don’t do it,” I said. But he was gone.The wind whipped at the water, turning the

placid surface of thirty minutes ago into white froth. Rain angled from the sky as darkness

closed in. A mengerenger meandered by, one of thousands out there for some sort of serpent

convention.Groping with my fins, I stood on a coral head and looked out over the breakers for

Bob and the boat—the boat sailing toward New Guinea, Bob stroking hard to catch her. I saw

neither. Forty-knot winds, ripping currents, sea snakes, sharks. No use, I thought and

wondered if I’d ever see Bob again.A half mile away, at the end of the reef, lay a tiny spit of

coral rubble. Ditching the spear guns and stringers, I swam for it.— Part IThe Pacific Chapter

1Group VIYears ago, when the gods inhabited the earth, a raised plate of limestone several

square miles in area sat far out in the Pacific. Its white cliffs burst up from the clear tropical

waters, and its hills and plateaus were covered with lush green jungle and rain forest. The

guano-rich island of Ngaur lay isolated, an island alone, a playground for the gods—fat jovial

folks, with big elephant-like legs, bigger appetites, and clever minds.One of the gods, called

Uab, possessed an insatiable appetite, eating everything he could find. As he grew, so too did

his food obsession, and the island’s crops alarmingly disappeared. When Uab had grown

higher than the trees and into the clouds, the other gods decided they must kill Uab or they

themselves would perish in the famine. They built a huge fire around Uab’s feet, the heat

causing Uab to expand like a giant balloon. Uab finally burst, his body parts falling into the

ocean to form the islands of Belau (Palau).But that happened long before my time. I never

heard of Palau until after college.I grew up in a small coastal California town called Lompoc.

We had a nice private backyard with a brick fence around it, and I kept it stocked with wildlife:

lizards, horned toads, snakes, mice, rats, opossums, rabbits, squirrels, sparrows, blackbirds,



hawks; and the tiny pond stocked with various fishes, turtles, frogs, salamanders, and ducks.

Whatever I caught, I brought home. And I caught a lot.Fishing always fascinated me. When I

was in the third grade, my sister’s boyfriend told me that if I filled up the bathtub I might catch a

fish. I took a safety pin, hung it from a stick on some line, and sat near the tub, but away so the

fish couldn’t see me. One time the pin hung up in the drain, and I thought I had a strike. I peed

in my pants.My dad hunted all the time, and I always tagged along. As soon as I was old

enough, I started hunting. I loved it. Mostly I liked getting out in the wild, getting close to nature,

away from people, observing.In high school, a group of us palled around, good friends. Some

of us had grown up together, from kindergarten. There was Eddie Brooks, tall, athletic,

handsome. His parents and mine were best friends. They had a boat, and we vacationed

together summers at a lake in the Sierras, waterskiing all day long. R. B. Lilley, his father a

prominent outspoken civic statesman, was of the same mold. Smart, often loudly obnoxious,

he was destined for law school. Rennie Adam was from a literary family, owners of the Lompoc

Record, an award-winning small-town newspaper which Rennie would someday run. And Tony

Centeno, a short, muscular, athletic Mexican-Indian, the only person in high school who could

do twenty legitimate pull-ups nonstop.All of us played high school football. I loved football but

was too small and fragile for the sport. I got beat up, should have played tennis instead. We did

the normal things—drank, smoked, dated, fought, vandalized, cheated, stole, lied, cried.In our

sophomore year, 1958, Rennie went away to Los Angeles to attend Harvard Preparatory

Academy. He brought a surfboard back that Christmas break. We learned how to surf during

those two weeks, taking turns on his board. Stoked, I begged fifty dollars from my mom so

Rennie could buy me a used board in LA. When Rennie returned with my board that summer,

we really came into our own. We were the only surfers in Lompoc in 1959. Respect.
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sophomore year, 1958, Rennie went away to Los Angeles to attend Harvard Preparatory

Academy. He brought a surfboard back that Christmas break. We learned how to surf during

those two weeks, taking turns on his board. Stoked, I begged fifty dollars from my mom so

Rennie could buy me a used board in LA. When Rennie returned with my board that summer,

we really came into our own. We were the only surfers in Lompoc in 1959. Respect.Rennie

would borrow his mom and dad’s Lincoln Continental, a real boat, and we’d put the boards on

the racks and drive 101 to Refugio, El Capitan, Rincon, Ventura, sometimes as far as Malibu.

We’d take my dad’s 1944 jeep, boards strapped to the windshield and roll bar, on four-wheel

drive roads into Coho Bay at Point Conception, a spectacular area, untouched, with wonderful

waves. When I graduated from high school in 1961, my father bought my first car—a 1957

Chevy 210, two-door hard top, red and white. I had a good job that summer and bought myself

a new 327 V8 engine for my car and a new board, a 9’6” IKE from Santa Barbara. Surfing, girls,

cruising; what else was there? Never heard of Viet Nam, Cambodia, any place like that. That

first year in my ‘57 Chevy, I scored five moving violations and nearly lost my license.Both my

parents worked, hard. Blue-collar hard. My dad was unschooled. Retired army, he was

determined that I be educated. My older sister had shown little interest in college, preferring

marriage and work instead. I entered Allan Hancock Junior College in Santa Maria, twenty-five

miles north of Lompoc, that September 1961. Eddie Brooks and I would alternate driving our

cars, ferrying our friends the fifty mile round trip each day. If the weather was good, I’d ditch

and go surfing. After the first semester, Hancock gave me a warning. Hancock kicked me out

after the second. My dad was upset and angry. “What’s wrong with you,” he’d say. Was there

something wrong? He threatened to take away my surfboard. I always threw him the curveball:

“Surfing is healthy,” I’d say. “I’ll do well when I go back, honest.” I think he empathized with my

immaturity, but he really wanted me to get serious, to get the education that he lacked.Sitting

out that semester was good for me. I had a good job at a sheet metal company in Lompoc, but

I watched all my friends go back to school, and it left me feeling as if I might be missing out. I

resolved to go back, to do good.That summer I fell in love with Gail. She was still in high

school, and her parents despised me. Too old, perhaps, or too unpolished for their daughter.

Gail was tall, slender, blond, and lovely; a Lauren Bacall, I thought. Gail, with a prominent scar

on her lower lip—running down a bit, then back toward her jaw—the result of a walk through a

sliding glass door. I liked the way it looked.Back in college again, I did good. I moved into the

dormitory with Eddie Brooks who was playing football for Hancock. I made a lot of friends.

Freddie Buss, from Cuyama, a tiny desert settlement, was one. Eileen Engle, from Santa

Maria, was another. Eileen’s parents had a cabin with a dock and jet boat for waterskiing at

Naciamento Lake up near Paso Robles. A gang of us, boys and girls, would go up there on

weekends and ski, party, play, go crazy. Her folks loved it. So did we.From Hancock, I

transferred to Humboldt State in Northern California. Eddie married his high school girlfriend

and went to San Jose State. RB was at Santa Clara. Rennie had just flunked out of USC; too

much time with his board. Tony Centeno was navy, on a carrier somewhere in the Pacific. Most

of my other friends from Hancock had gone to San Francisco State. I was still madly in love

with Gail.The war in Viet Nam was heating up. On campus, Viet Nam was the hot topic; that

and the draft. I wasn’t exactly on the honor role at Humboldt, and I feared getting yanked and

sent to Viet Nam. Always having liked airplanes, I tried to enlist in OCS as a pilot. Flying over

as a lieutenant behind the controls of an F-4 Phantom would be okay. I talked with navy and air

force campus recruiters, but my medical history included an ulcer out of high school. They

would put me in in the cockpit as an engineer or navigator, but not as a pilot. “Pilots don’t need

stomachaches,” they told me.That year, 1965, they bussed students from Humblodt State down



to San Francisco for physical examinations. I was on the same bus with a guy named Tony

Keel, the outstanding defensive linebacker for the Humboldt State Lumberjacks. A senior, he

had several pro offers and was slated for the National Football League draft after graduation.

But he missed the physical; they sidelined him during the preliminary paperwork, gave him a 1-

Y. The rest of us had to suffer the indignities of bending over, body odor, bad breath, and

insolent sergeants.The last part of the exercise was an interview with a medical doctor and

psychologist. Learning of my teenage bout with a duodenal ulcer, they told me to go home over

Christmas, get a letter from my doctor documenting my case, and send it to my draft board. I

said okay.My family doctor was a retired army major. I grew up with his son Bruce. This was an

embarrassment for me to approach Dr. Holloway concerning my need for a letter so that I might

avoid the draft. He seemed willing enough, but I sensed he thought badly of me for evading

Viet Nam. Avoiding the military had become very important to me since I found out they

wouldn’t accept me as a pilot. If they wouldn’t let me fly, then I wasn’t going to walk. I was 1-Y,

just like Tony Keel; only he was NFL-draft material.Humboldt State was slow. The campus had

one small chapter of Students for a Democratic Society with several long-haired members. No

one took them seriously. Humboldt county was redwood country, and redneck country. Folks up

there were serious Americans. The outdoor life, hunting and fishing, had no equal. The country

was beautiful, despite what Governor Reagan said about it: “You seen one redwood, you seen

‘em all,” or something close to that. But little else was happening up there. The boy-girl ratio

was about five to one, and the biggest thing to hit the campus was a Kingston Trio concert one

Friday night in early December of 1966. But although Humboldt State may not have been a

social mecca during those years, it was academically tough.I started driving down to San

Francisco on weekends to see my friends and sample the action that I felt Humboldt lacked.

Fred Buss and the rest of the Hancock bunch resided in a flat near Golden Gate Park. The

influential antiwar faction at San Francisco State had turned them against the war. We had

rarely mentioned the war at Hancock; now Viet Nam dominated any conversation at their

house. I had mixed feelings about the war, and when I visited they worked on me, trying to

convert me. Fred and I struck up silly arguments. Fred was short and stocky with a square face

and big white front teeth that glistened when he smiled. He talked fast and always grinned after

he’d made a statement, funny or not.“Those people don’t want us over there. They want to be

left alone, that’s all. We’ve got no business over there. We don’t even know who we’re shooting.

Who’re the commies? We’re killing everyone. It’s screwed. Stupid. It’s criminal. Yeah, Peege?”“I

don’t know, Fred. Communism is no good. That’s all I know.”“Oh shit, Peege. You’re

stupid.”“Probably.”[1]We marched in the anti-Vietnam war parades in trend in the Bay Area.

Marching in a human parade with twenty-five thousand young people from UC Berkeley, SF

State, USF, and other Bay Area colleges and universities inspired me; and I was impressed

that everyone was so serious about it. Resisters, college jocks mostly, heckled us along the

way. One time, a group of us marched in letterman’s jackets just to harass the jocks and

hecklers. My hair was cut crew cut length, and I looked suspiciously misplaced as I marched

alongside my long-haired companions carrying a placard which read “U.S. Get Out Now!” As

we walked through an intersection, about twenty jocks from Stanford, all wearing letterman’s

garb, shouted at me to quit marching, to break off from the rest of those commie hippies.

Organizers had warned us to ignore hecklers. “Just march in good faith,” they had said. One of

my friends, an outspoken long-haired ex-Hancock athlete, traded comments with them, which

set them off. The Stanford jocks waded alongside, pushing and shoving and shouting

obscenities. For a few seconds things got tense and ugly, but the police rushed in and the jocks

fell out. By the summer of 1966, I had turned steadfastly against the war in Viet Nam.My San



Francisco State friends smoked grass and occasionally dropped acid. I kept trying marijuana

but never got high. One night my friend and I were at a girl’s house in South San Francisco.

Someone passed a joint, and suddenly I was stoned, really stoned. Then two Stanford Ivy

Leaguers dressed in button-down shirts, V-neck sweaters, and wing-tip shoes, came in. Ronald

Reagan was on TV, giving his inaugural address as the new governor of California. Helplessly

stoned and petrified, I sat staring at Reagan. I was immobilized, as if I’d been glued to my chair

by a pint of DuPont all-purpose cement. Unable to speak, I sat there, convinced the two Ivy

Leaguers were talking about me. My eyes flickered back and forth between them and the TV. A

ticker-tape flowed slowly through my head, entering my right ear and exiting my left ear,

carrying obscure, unintelligible messages I could not decipher. My friend’s girlfriend kept

coming over and whispering in my ear, “Are you all right?” I wasn’t, but I’d nod I was.After

several hours, when the dope finally wore off, I felt euphoric, as if I’d just recovered from some

terminal illness. That initiation tainted any further desire to smoke marijuana. I never tried LSD,

but I watched my friends drop it—then get weird. It scared me.The summer of 1966, before my

last year at Humboldt, Gail and I broke up. It devastated me. I struggled at school, unable to

concentrate. My stomach bothered me again. Figuring I’d better grow up, I sold my ‘57 Chevy

and bought a Volkswagen. By the time graduation came around, I was eager for something

new. I wanted to get away, but not to Viet Nam. Then just before graduation, I read of a Peace

Corps program in Micronesia which would start in August 1967. Perfect timing for me. I could

go overseas, forget about Gail and all the rest, do something good, perhaps.In June 1967, I

graduated from Humboldt with a degree in fisheries biology. My father had been convinced I’d

never do it. But I always squeaked through, no matter how tough. My father was elated. So was

I.My friend Freddie Buss graduated from San Francisco State and wanted to drive down to

Mexico. I borrowed my dad’s new Scout, which he reluctantly loaned me, and Fred and I

headed south with our surfboards. In Mazatlan, we rented a dingy little shack with a dirt floor

and two bare canvas cots for fifty cents a night. Big green geckos hung out in the rafters,

bombing us with lizard turds at night. We surfed a few days, then went back up to Lompoc,

returned the Scout, and left for San Francisco.I was offered a job as a swimming instructor at

the San Francisco Olympic Club but decided instead to go with Freddie to Lake Tahoe and

then out to the Mojave Desert where his folks lived. I wanted to goof off until Peace Corps

training started in August. But insufficient funds presented a problem. We had a VW bug which

was cheap enough to operate, and we slept on lawns or anywhere convenient, hitting motel

swimming pools for showers and entertainment. At the Reno casinos we played Keno because

it was cheap, and we got free drinks now and then. Then we ran into some friends from

Humboldt working for the Forest Service who told us about some jobs planting trees over near

Truckee as part of a reforestation project. Good way to pick up some spending money, we

thought.It was killer work.After the second day, I told Fred, “Listen, Fred. I’m a college graduate

—this is the shits, and I’m not going to do it.”I had a real attitude problem. I figured if I could just

make it through the summer without starving to death, Peace Corps would take care of me. But

the college grads weren’t clever enough to inquire as to method of payment at the outset,

assuming the man would pay up on the spot for services rendered. Ha! When we quit, the boss

smiled and asked us where he could send our checks in several weeks. Our two days of hard

labor were no help, and that ended the Keno.—Sometime around 1964, on the steps of the

Capitol, a Washington reporter asked a senator a question regarding America’s relationship

with Micronesia. “Mike who?” the senator answered. When I first heard of the announcement

for the Peace Corps program in Micronesia, I responded in similar fashion: “Micro what?” I was

familiar with microscopy; had never heard of Micronesia, ever.Micronesia, “small islands,” is a



Western Pacific group of some two thousand islands comprising a land area of only a few

hundred square miles. On a globe, the islands looked as if an artist had squinted and dabbed

here and there with a petite paintbrush. Micronesia covers an extensive piece of ocean real

estate ranging in latitude from just south of the equator to 20 degrees north and in longitude

from 175 degrees east (west of Honolulu) to 135 degrees east (600 miles east of the

Philippines). In 1967, Micronesia consisted of the Caroline, Mariana, and Marshall islands (also

the Gilberts, although the Gilberts were not part of the Trust Territory). For over 350 years after

Magellan landed in the Marianas (Guam), Spain occupied the islands, eventually losing

interest and selling them to Germany in 1899. That same year, the United States acquired

Guam. Then, in 1914, Japan ousted the Germans and ruled Micronesia under mandate

conjectured by the League of Nations. At the beginning of World War II, Japan forcibly took

Guam from the U.S. But the United States recaptured the islands during the war, and in 1947

the United Nations entrusted the U.S. as caretakers of Micronesia. Known as the Trust Territory

of the Pacific Islands, the Trust was, at that time, composed of six districts: Palau, in the

Western Carolines; Truk, in the Central Carolines; Yap, also in the Central Carolines; Ponape,

in the Eastern Carolines; the Northern Marianas; and the Marshall Islands. Guam,

geographically part of the Mariana archipelago, became a politically discrete U.S. territory. The

distinct culture and language of each district made for differing politics with each other as well

as with the U.S.It was a “strategic trust,” the only one of its kind. The U.S. disallowed visitors

and ran the islands with a low-keyed, low-budgeted navy administration intent on maintaining

the status quo. Some called it the “zoo” theory. Although the Japanese had ruled with an iron

hand, their rule had been based on order and infrastructure. After the war, the navy destroyed

everything that had been built by the Japanese and rebuilt nothing. When the navy relinquished

control to the Department of Interior in 1951, Interior acted as a preoccupied caretaker, running

the TT on a crackerjack budget and maintaining only what the navy had established, doing little

for ten years except to reduce its scale and protect the isolationism the Japanese had begun

and which the navy had continued.In the early 1960s, the Kennedy administration removed the

Trust Territory solitude by opening it for tourism. Congress flooded the territorial government

with money, laying the American Christmas diplomacy on the people; if nothing else, America

might buy the hearts of the Micronesians. Several years later, Peace Corps became an

extension of this initiative. As trustee, the United States bore the responsibility of preparing the

Micronesians for self-government and self-reliance. And because of the Trust Territory’s

strategic significance, the United States desired that the districts choose the same political

status, one amenable to the wishes of the United States.I was excited about joining an elite

organization. Not like the SEALs or the Green Berets. Not like Army Intelligence or CIA. Peace

Corps offered no killer training, no guns, no covert activities, no spying. No flag raising, no

propaganda. Just learn the language and do what you can. I read The Zin Zin Road and

Letters from the Peace Corps, and everything else I could find about the Peace Corps. By

summer’s end, I could think only of Peace Corps. I envisioned myself doing things such as

building a water distribution system out of split bamboo for some remote island village as the

natives looked on, or building fish ponds and raising fish. Things like that.But I was tentative.

Peace Corps required a training program which decided whether or not one reached the status

of volunteer. Peace Corps had its share of buzz words: culture shock, cultural sensitivity,

readjustment, terminate, axed, deselection. To Peace Corps trainees, deselection held fearful

connotations. To be deselected was to disappear. One became a nonperson—never heard of

again.I took a physical exam, got inoculated with antiserums, secured a passport and all the

other documentation needed to go overseas, said goodbye to friends and family, and flew off to



San Francisco where Group VI Micronesia was meeting. When I left the house, I shall never

forget my father’s face as we shook hands. His sincere, profound smile radiated joy. It said I

had finally found myself. I think my father was also extremely happy that now someone else

could worry about me.Staging for the 135 or so Group VI applicants took place on the campus

of San Francisco State College, where they put us up in the dormitories. Most of the trainees

had just graduated from college, the majority holding degrees in education. A few had degrees

in health, others in business. I was part of a fisheries group. We got our teeth fixed, attended

meetings, and ate in the cafeteria with the football team.Peace Corps wanted to weed out as

many applicants as possible in San Francisco, saving time, money, and embarrassment. Each

trainee had two sessions with psychologists. I interviewed first with an older psychologist who

loved fishing. When he learned I was from Humboldt, he started talking salmon. We drank

coffee, puffed on Marlboros, and talked fish stories over time. He never got to his stock

questions.My second interviewer was a young, balding, starry-eyed swisher who wore white

shoes, smiled excessively, and asked farcical questions in his coolest colloquials: “Have you

ever smoked weed?” And “what do you expect to get out of this far-out experience?” I wanted

to tell him to stuff his interview, but I sat through it and consequently survived the prefatory

Peace Corps head game in San Francisco.My roommate, a teacher, was rejoining Peace

Corps for a second time, having already spent two years in Africa. He liked Africa, he told me,

and looked forward to two more years as a volunteer in Micronesia. He was an elite; a

professional volunteer.I met a fisheries trainee from Long Beach named Norman Vas as he sat

in the hallway playing his banjo. He looked like anything but a banjo player. His wide, angular

jaw seemed steeped by gravity, and his nose mimicked Jimmy Durante’s as if bolted on. A pair

of unfashionable glasses perched cockeyed on its bridge. Norman had white hair, even at

twenty-three.“I don’t sing,” he said, “just strum a few chords to relax.”Thank God, I thought.One

night Norman and I took a trolley downtown and drank beer at a bar and sandwich joint called

Tommy’s just off Market Street. Later, while riding on a crowded cable car, we met two young

ladies from Denver who were staying in the downtown Hilton. We rode the cable cars with

them, had some drinks, and made arrangements to meet them in their room in half an hour.

We arrived at the hotel drunk, and unable to recall their room number, banged on several

doors. The hotel security manager escorted us out, leaving us standing on the streets of

downtown San Francisco at 1:00 a.m. Since the buses had quit running and a taxi was cost

prohibitive, we struck out across town on foot. Several hours later we hurried across campus to

our dorm, where an 11:00 p.m. curfew was in force. Finding the front door locked, we made our

way around the building to a side door.“Keep your eyes peeled,” Norman whispered as he

tickled the mechanism with a pocketknife and strand of wire.Five minutes later, we were inside.

I stared at Vas as he walked down the hall. He could pick locks, as well as banjos, and could

probably pick a whole lot more. And he wanted to join the Peace Corps.—Sixteen of us

composed the fisheries group. We came from various parts of the country, and our

backgrounds were diverse. I was the only one from Humboldt State. Some came from colleges

on the East Coast and held degrees in biology or zoology. But Norman, with only two years of

college, showed the most talent among us.Forty-year-old Chet Wadsworth, a builder of down-

easter wooden boats, was the oldest at forty-six. Always smoking a pipe, he held his glasses

together with white medical tape. Chet couldn’t swim and made it clear that his niche would be

on shore. A young woodsman from upstate New York named Woody wore heavy flannel shirts,

Levi’s, and a wide leather belt which held a large holstered jackknife for skinning animals, I

presumed. John Rupp and John Ives were both blond-haired Californians from the Los

Angeles area. Scott Smouse was the clown of the group. Of medium height and build, Scott



had curly brown hair and poor vision. Gene Helfman, short and cocky but with a fairly large

brain, was always overeager to demonstrate his adeptness at whatever. The minstrel Dave

Hodges, a spectacled, nervous, Harvard graduate, carried his guitar everywhere, presuming

everyone was delighted by his music. And cute Dick Doughty, with an unwhiskered baby face,

light blue eyes, and brown hair which grew prominently over his forehead, always appeared to

be pleased with himself.The group contained three married couples: the Learies, Imes, and

Fuchs. Dan Leary was an ex-marine lieutenant. His broad face sported a permanent smirk, an

inverted smile, the ends of his elongated lips pointing toward his feet. Norman once turned

Leary’s passport picture upside down, and we marveled at the transformation—a real smiling

Leary. Dan didn’t smoke or drink, and he and his wife attended church on Sundays. The Imes—

Dave and Jan—were newlyweds, having joined Peace Corps in search of the great adventure.

She was an introvert, he was an extrovert. The other couple was Bud Fuchs and his wife Cally.

Cally was a bubbly girl, a tomboy who yelled when she talked. She laughed at everything she

said, and everything she said came out funny. During training in Palau, she enjoyed hanging

out in the dorm with the rest of us, talking story and telling jokes, until Bud would haul her off.

Bud, like some of the other trainees, suffered a vision problem. He wore fire starter glasses

and was inoperable without them. Bud, built like a bowling ball at age twenty-three, talked with

a slight lisp, fine drops of spittle flying out from his mouth; best to stand back when engaged in

conversation with Bud. In the water, Bud could do little more than dog paddle, provided he was

bound securely in his Peace Corps issue Mae West.And there was myself; average height and

build, blond hair, blue eyes, light skin. The shy, quiet, introverted type. I was excited.The

fisheries program was unique because it was the first truly specialized effort in the history of

Peace Corps Micronesia. Our group of sixteen fisheries people would train in Palau. The other

120 members of Group VI would train in Truk, on the island of Udot. Chapter 2To the

CarolinesThe Peace Corps staff person in charge of our training program was Don Bourne.

Bourne was in his midthirties, married, with a small child. His wife prided Don’s roll as our

mentor. Tall and thin, Don had rosy cheeks and always dressed salty Ivy League, like a

Kennedy, ready to step onto the yacht at Hyannis Port. He held a master’s degree in marine

science from one of those trendy eastern colleges, and he talked about seamanship and

marlinespike methodology as if this were a Boy Scout camp. His favorite boats? Boston

Whalers, and he plugged them constantly. I figured he probably motored a Boston Whaler once

or twice on the Chesapeake, giving him all that experience. Bourne was presumptive and

difficult to talk to. In San Francisco, he pushed each of us to make a commitment as to which

island group we wished to work in. I scarcely knew where Micronesia was, let alone

understood which island groups were involved. I knew only that if we survived the screening

process at San Francisco State, then we would enter into a three-month training program in

Palau, somewhere out there, wherever that was.Bourne would guide us through training, but

the real kingpin was Peter Wilson. Wilson was the head of Marine Resources for the Trust

Territory, and as fisheries volunteers, we would be working under his supervision. We kept

hearing bits and pieces about him, imposing tales which built him up in our minds.After staging

in San Francisco, we were to fly to Hawaii and spend a few days getting oriented to Hawaiian

fisheries. Sometime during our stay, Bourne had planned a barbecue for us at the family house

of Peter’s wife in Honolulu. I figured all the Peace Corps stuff would be worth it if I could just

get to Hawaii, even if I got no further. Hawaii; how impressive that seemed to me in August

1967.My previous flight experience had been the flight from Santa Maria up to San Francisco

for staging on a propeller driven DC-3, which thrilled me. The five-hour flight to Hawaii on a

chartered World Airways Boeing 707 was grand. When we landed in Honolulu, our group of



sixteen fisheries people deboarded the aircraft and headed out toward Waikiki, rubbing it in as

we said goodbye to the others of Group VI. They would not get the Hawaii break, instead would

continue on to Guam and Truk. The heat and humidity seemed stifling that late August night,

and I wondered what the tropics would be like if the weather was this oppressive in subtropical

Hawaii.Peace Corps put us up in the Honolulu YMCA located across from the newly completed

Ala Moana shopping center, proclaimed as the largest shopping center in the United States.

The very next evening I walked outside the Y with Norman. Pausing under a coconut tree, he

pulled out a flask of scotch. We passed the bottle back and forth, until I suddenly wretched on

the front lawn of the Honolulu YMCA.Later, Bourne took us all up to meet Ann Wilson at her

family’s house. She was startlingly beautiful, and Dick Doughty wasted no time dallying over

her. Meeting Ann only helped to intensify the Peter Wilson aura. She explained that Peter was

on a business trip to the mainland and that they would be back in Palau in a few weeks.

Eyeballing her gave me visions of Peter as some herculean Greek god.While in Hawaii,

Bourne held a private interview with each of us. He wanted to feel us out, find out what each of

us was about (I suppose). I told him the truth; I wanted to see the tropics and the islands, but I

had little idea about what I might contribute to Micronesia in fisheries or otherwise. He looked

at me funnylike, as if he might be thinking: just along for a free ride, Bryan? Perhaps I was. But

I had every intention of staying.The morning of our departure, Don Bourne marched into the

YMCA cafeteria waving a Honolulu newspaper.“Look at this,” he said. “Peace Corps is hip, ha

ha.”

Micronesian Blues, Islands on the Fringe: A Year of Micronesian Waves and Wanderers,

Headhunters on My Doorstep: A True Treasure Island Ghost Story, Feeding The Kids To The

Sharks: A stay-at-island dad copes with fighting, biting, and feeding frenzies in Micronesia,

Getting Stoned with Savages: A Trip Through the Islands of Fiji and Vanuatu, The Coconut

Wireless: A Travel Adventure in Search of The Queen of Tonga (South Pacific Shenanigans

Book 1), Nowhere Slow: Eleven Years in Micronesia, Lost on Planet China: The Strange and

True Story of One Man's Attempt to Understand the World's Most Mystifying Nation or How He

Became Comfortable Eating Live Squid, The Happy Isles of Oceania: Paddling the Pacific,

Voyage To Crusoe, Taken by the Wind: Memoir of a Sailor's Voyage in a Bygone Era, Outer

Island: Peace Corps Tales from Micronesia, Chuuk, and Pulap, Stuck In Paradise (A Special

Journey Around The World With a Catamaran Book 1), The Next Port: 40,000 miles, 43

countries, 87 islands and countless adventures (Sailing Adventures Book 1), My Life in

Micronesia: An American Attorney in Micronesia, All the Colours of Polynesia, Bedtime

Adventure Stories for Grown Ups, Get Real, Get Gone: How to Become a Modern Sea Gypsy

and Sail Away Forever

Ebook Tops Reader, “"2 good, 2 be, 4 gotten". Fun, funny, adventurous, stimulating -- this book

was a joy to read! Patrick's experiences as a Peace Corps volunteer in Palau in 1967-1970

were, in the Boomer jargon of the day, "2 good, 2 be, 4 gotten". It is wonderful that Pat has

shared his experiences in this refreshing and engrossing work. I was completely surprised and

delighted to "discover" this treat of a book on Amazon while doing a search on Mau Pialug and

the voyaging canoe Hokulia. This book was especially relevant to me, because I actually knew

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/neqPa/The-Fish-and-Rice-Chronicles-My-Extraordinary-Adventures-in-Palau-and-Micronesia


Pat some 47 years ago. I, too, was in the Peace Corps in Palau in 1968-69. I remember Pat

as a charming, easygoing, blonde surfer cum marine biologist with a subtle sense of humor

and a twinkle in his eye. I was an English teacher but would much rather have been in a

school of fish than a school of kids and loved hanging out with Pat. Pat's book is not just about

entertainment. It is also significant in that it sheds light on an important period in American

history, when young, idealistic Baby Boomers were trying to "make love, not war" through

participation in activities like the Peace Corps. Micronesia is very strategically located, and this

book calls to mind old questions about economic development, self-determination, education

as cultural imperialism, etc. Peace Corps volunteers were teaching English and

Americanizing Micronesians, while the brutal Viet-nam war was raging not that far away. Male

volunteers were being drafted out of the Peace Corps and sent directly to basic training. In his

book, Pat eloquently describes a beautiful, pristine environment both on land and under the

sea. He writes of a time when a people was still able to subsist on what they grew and what

they caught. He writes of a time before we were being confronted with drastic issues of global

warming, over fishing, over population, over development, and toxic pollution. This book is an

important reminder of the beautiful world with which we have been entrusted and our

responsibilities as its stewards. Malama the aina. Malama the sea. Live aloha.Mahalo nui loa

to Pat”

Michael Schall Johnson, “History in the Western Pacific. We are fortunate that Bryan wrote this

historical account of his life and to have him share these very interesting experiences he had

while on his assignment with the Peace Corps on the Micronesian Isle of Palau in the Western

Pacific. This story is a narrative account and not Shakespeare. To give a bad review because it

is self-published and is therefore bad, doesn't hold water, read the whole book YOU CANNOT

HONESTLY REVIEW IT IF YOU DON"T READ THE WHOLE BOOK. The publishing houses

don't nurture first time writers along and help them like they did in the old days. Magazines

don't help writers the way they used to either. Today you have to have a name or be in the

national spotlight before they will even look at a manuscript. The writing is a little rough at first

but it smooths out and Bryan finds his rhythm and the farther you get into the story the more

compelling it getss. It is fascinating to read and one appreciates his insight of the Palauan way

of life and overcoming the obstacles of the government bureaucracy. I felt like he always

carried me honestly into his world and his transformation into the maturity of a man. He uses

Palau words fittingly as he became fluent in the language and makes good use of Palau

names, places and references. I have a lot of experience salt water fishing; this account takes

fishing to the highest level. A great book and one I would highly recommend to those who are

prepared to learn about another time and another world.”

Danuta Jacob, “Fun read ! I thoroughly enjoyed this personal chronicle. This book was

recommended by a friend who had been to Palau recently. I, too had spent time there, though

in a different era. I was there as a part of a US Navy Seabee Team in 1981. This story was a

great reminiscence of my time there. Many of the places, the adventures, the wild times, the

fishing and diving are all so familiar. Glad I found this book.”

Ren Adam, “Great job; very interesting topic. I've known P.G. Bryan all his life and was not in

the least surprised when he set off for Micronesia after graduating Humboldt State in marine

biology. His chronicle about his years in the Peace Corps is typical of how we lived growing up

in Lompoc, CA in the 50s and 60s: from one adventure to the next, some harrowing, most not.



"The Fish and Rice Chronicles" is a great, behind-the-scenes story of how one of President

Kennedy's better ideas actually functioned, day to day, no frills. I thoroughly enjoyed this book

and gladly recommend it. Congrats, Bryan!”

RVR, “What a frolic. WOW..those of us old enough to remember what a call to service the

Peace Corps was back in the 60's and 70's will get a kick out of this in depth account of life in

the islands. the experiences of the author are lucidly illustrated; featuring the personalities of

the locals as well as his own self effacing account as to how he attempted to assimilate into the

local culture.the Fish and Rice Chronicles is a comfortable read; good story; and a glimpse into

the ins and outs of life in the Islands under the scrutiny of the good 'ol USA.P.G. Bryan has a

great gift of descriptive writing. I cant wait for his sequel. I suppose it will pick up where the

Peace Corps left (him) off.”

Paul Callaghan, “Fish and Rice and Memories. This book brought back many memories of the

way it was in Micronesia during the 1960's. It is a must read for those interested in the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands and the many Peace Corp volunteers who served there.

  

Flight of the Dudek: A Story of One Person's Journey”

papago, “great read. Patrick does a wonderful job taking us back to the time when Palau was

still part of the wild west and adventure was easily found. He has a very enjoyable and

engaging style that makes it difficult to put the book down while the ending came too soon.

What's next?”

The book by Jürgen Trimborn has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 21 people have provided feedback.
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